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Dear Mr, Landau, 

ler 

 

intiz'uet in the Castro traesaript is for n book remeerched 
years ago on 40804 polieles, particularly an the Cube eisale erases, 

Often I have regretted laying this work *side. There is now no 
likolihood that I will return to it soon because of other wank on 
which I an and have teen engaged' 

While Iod be interested in reading the transcript whenever I might 
be able to and to see the uncut footage, Ulm is intereatenot prevent 
need. I'd be glad:to comeit ityeelf not to osnanytidnginanyioNyuntil 
wbsaewor-youor-youransooiats4 night sttpulato because there le no 
prospect that I ens complete what I'm actively working an until you have 
the film out".   

. 	, 	 . 
'I. say-weile" and "tumor although I donot understanciSpenieh 

becanso I an satisfied that the J1 amessioation was a fox blow to 
Castro and I.d like to see his azpronsionsa The radical, right, includ-
ing peripheral WI:tenet° figures, speoad the lino that Chet= 'Nos; 
responsible for the JFK aseaseination, Una of the or immediate 
diversions of FBI manpower wan to traoe down theme largely revanchist 
uben inventions. Well Viorinifnurgin was not peripheral. 

Of course if Castro acid myth:Ingot al.l about this or any other 
political assasoinations, that would interest me enorreusly• 

I would also Ilk* to have a full transcript in grilles:for their 
future archival value. a- Otate historical sootety and a college have 
alroudyviiked far than,;, *lab Cuban material is already is 

..fig nothing about your content, I can_only tell you erbasie 
purpose, Muoh oiled be very intoraeldsog that might well be out if he went 
into those things, X4Jce hie letervieu with Joan Daniel, with whom he was 
when he was told of the at amsamedmmilion. Or his accounts of attompts 
to kill hie' 

There is virtually nothing he could have said about the Hisele 
Cristo that I would not want to be able to consider and to quote. 

Thin reeinde mes if you agree, would you please be oartaia the 
manner in which quotes ohould be credited is indicated? 

Marc, Richard and others at IPS are temsliar Ism py work end views. 

Harold Weisberg 
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Institute for Policy Studies 
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